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Scientific Fraud 
Paul C. Giannelli* 
Although scientific fraud is rare, 1 when it occurs, it needs to be 
identified and documented. This article discusses two of the most 
notorious cases in forensic science. Part I focuses on the misconduct 
of Fred Zain, a serologist with the West Virginia State Police crime 
laboratory and later with the County Medical Examiner's laboratory in 
San Antonio, Texas. Part II examines the misconduct of Joyce Gilchrist, 
a forensic examiner with the Oklahoma City Police Department. 
I. Fred Zain 
Trooper Fred Zain, the former head serologist of the West Virginia 
State Police crime laboratory, falsified test results in numerous cases 
from 1979 to 1989.2 Multiple defendants, many of whom have since 
been exonerated, were sentenced to long prison terms based upon 
Zain's testimony.3 A judicial inquiry concluded that "as a matter of law, 
any testimonial or documentary evidence offered by Zain at any time 
in any criminal prosecution should be deemed invalid, unreliable, and 
*Albert J. Weatherhead Ill & Richard W. Weatherhead Professor of Law, Case 
Western Reserve University. This column is based in part on Paul C. Giannelli & 
Edward J. lmwinkelried, Scientific Evidence (4th ed. 2007). 
1But see George Castelle, Lab Fraud: Lessons Learned from the Fred Zain Af-
fair, The Champion 12, 14 (May 1999) ("Because it is safe to assume that most of the 
forensic science fraud that occurs goes undetected, the amount of fraud that has 
been revealed bears disturbing implications for any estimate of the amount of fraud 
that passes without notice."). 
2See Matter of Investigation of West Virginia State Police Crime Laboratory, 
Serology Div., 190 W.Va. 321, 438 S.E.2d 501 (1993) [hereinafter Zain Inquiry]. See 
also Castelle, supra note 1. A number of TV shows also documented Zain's abuses. 
See Right on, Fred Zain: 60 Minutes (CBS television broadcast Apr. 24, 1994); Body 
of Evidence: Dateline (NBC television broadcast Apr. 21, 1999). 
3See Edward Connors et al., Convicted by Juries, Exonerated by Science: Case 
Studies in the Use of DNA Evidence to Establish Innocence After Trial (1996) (discuss-
ing Davis, Harris, and Woodhall cases); Eric Berkowitz, Courts Hostile to Wrongly 
Imprisoned, Charleston Gazette, Aug. 5, 2006, at 2A (noting that West Virginia has 
paid at least $6.5 million to settle cases involving five convictions based on evidence 
submitted by Zain, and that the state supreme court allowed inmates convicted 
between 1979 and 1999 to file new court petitions to challenge any blood-related 
evidence from their cases."). 
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inadmissible."" The West Virginia Supreme Court opinion adopting this 
report5 speaks of "shocking and egregious violations," "corruption of 
our legal system," and "mock[ing] the ideal of justice under law."6 
The investigation into Zain's conduct exposed more than his 
fraudulent behavior. It revealed systemic problems with the operating 
procedures of the state crime laboratory, a whitewash by the serology 
department regarding evidence of Zain's widespread abuse, and 
prosecutors who turned a blind eye to his misdeeds. Moreover, the 
defense attorneys permitted Zain's misconduct to continue for over a 
decade. After Zain moved from West Virginia to Texas in 1989, 
evidence of further misconduct occurred, resulting in Zain's indictment 
in Texas as well as West Virginia. A decade later, the West Virginia 
laboratory confronted still more pro~lems. 
A" State v. Woodalff 
Zain's misconduct began to surface in the aftermath of the prosecu-
tion of Glen Dale Woodall, who was sentenced in 1987 to two life 
terms without parole and 203 to 335 years imprisonment for double 
rape.7 Zain testified that the blood types of the assailant and Woodall 
matched, and this could occur randomly in only six of 1 0,000 males in 
VVest Virginia. Zain also testified regarding hair evidence, stating that it 
was "[h]ighly unlikely" that the hair came from anyone but Woodall.8 
Yet, three months before trial, Zain stated in his written report that the 
hair in question was a pubic hair, rather than a beard hair from 
Woodall, as he later testified in court.9 
Woodall, who always asserted his innocence, sought a DNA test 
both before and after trial. Unfortunately, an insufficient amount of 
DNA was available for Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism 
(RFLP) testing,10 the principal type of DNA testing done at the time of 
A 
·zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 520 (the report is reprinted after the opinion). In 
another passage, the report stated that Zain's conduct "strikes at the heart of the 
integrity of the State's case in every prosecution in which Zain was involved." Zain 
Inquiry, supra note 2, at 519. 
5Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 508 ("We adopt Judge Holliday's report and 
order its immediate implementation."). 
6Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 508. 
7 State v. Woodall, 182 W.Va. 15, 385 S.E.2d 253 (1989). 
8Barry Scheck et al., Actual Innocence: Five Days to Execution and Other 
Dispatches from the Wrongly Convicted 1 i 1 (2000). 
9 Scheel< et al., supra note 8, at 113. 
10The trial court denied the request because the defense had offered no evidence 
of the tests reliability. A post-trial test "proved inconclusive." Woodall, 385 S.E.2d at 
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his trial.11 Woodall's fortune changed, however, with the development 
of a new DNA test, Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) for a specific al-
lele, that could test minute amounts of biological samples.12 The test 
exculpated Woodall.13 
Despite Woodhall's exoneration, Zain's testimony was not directly 
impeached because the serological tests that Zain had used were not 
as discriminating as the newly-developed DNA tests. Nevertheless, 
Woodall sued the State for false imprisonment. When the State's 
insurer settled for $1 million after investigating Zain's work, reporters 
jumped on the story. This resulted in an internal audit, a grand jury 
investigation, and a legislative commission probe of Zain's conduct.14 
Responding to a petition for extraordinary relief filed by a county 
prosecutor, the West Virginia Supreme Court appointed a judge to 
investigate. The judge in turn requested assistance from the American 
Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD/LAB), which sent a 
team to review Zain's work. In response to ASCLD/LAB's scathing 
report, the investigating judge ordered depositions of Zain's former 
subordinates and superiors. This inquiry disclosed misconduct on a 
massive scale-perjury, phony scientific reports, and alteration of 
laboratory records. The report commented: 
The acts of misconduct on the part of Zain included: ( 1) overstating the 
strength of results; (2) overstating the frequency of genetic matches on 
individual pieces of evidence; (3) misreporting the frequency of genetic 
matches on multiple pieces of evidence; (4) reporting that multiple items 
had been tested when only a single item had been tested; (5} reporting 
inconclusive results as conclusive; (6) repeatedly altering laboratory 
records; (7) grouping results to create the erroneous impression that 
genetic markers had been obtained from all samples tested; (8) failing to 
report conflicting results; (9) failing to conduct or to report conducting 
additional testing to resolve conflicting results; ( 1 O) implying a match with 
a suspect when testing supported only a match with the victim; and (11) 
reporting scientifically impossible or improbable results.15 
Additionally, the ASCLD/LAB team documented numerous discrepan-
259. " 'DNA banding patterns were not obtained . . . due to insufficient amounts of 
high molecular weight DNA.' "Woodall, 385 S.E.2d at 260 (quoting lab report). 
11See generally 2 Paul C. Giannelli & Edward J. lmwinkelried, Scientific Evidence 
ch. 18 (4th ed. 2007) (discussing the legal and scientific issues concerning DNA 
profiling). 
12See Karen F. Donovan, Lock-Up to Limbo: Court OKs DNA Test, Nat'! L.J., Jul. 
29, 1991, at 8. 
13Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 503 ("DNA testing conclusively established his in-
nocence"). 
14Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 509. 
15Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 503. 
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cies in Zain's work in other cases as well: 
o State v. Thomas Sayre: "This was a sexual assault case in which 
the typing results were identical to the victim. The reported 
conclusion was ambiguous but implied a match with the 
defendant. The report should have stated no information on the 
semen donor." 
o State v. Dale S. O'Neil: "Some samples critical to the final conclu-
sion reflected a difference between the worksheet and the data 
sheet, with the data sheet reflecting the victim's type and the 
worksheet reflecting a mixture which included the defendant. The 
worksheet showed evidence of alteration." 
o State v. Ronald Bennett "ABO grouping test results ... indicated 
A, B, and 0 activity on a napkin . . . yet the result was reported 
as 'A.' Data sheets also showed. one enzyme type ... to be not 
callable on the napkin, yet it was reported . . . Another enzyme 
. . . was shown in parentheses on the data sheets which usually 
meant inconclusive, yet it, too, was called . . . The data in this 
case does not support the attribution of donor stated in the case 
report." 
o State v. Micah D. Truitt "[The] data sheet showed '0' activity on 
a knife ... yet the report stated that ,A.BO '/1,' vJas found on the 
knife. It also showed '635 Jkt R Sleeve' with '0' activity, but this 
was not reported at all. There appears to be an incorrect attribu-
tion of donor. J; 
o State v. James E. Richardson: "There was no evidence that Lewis 
testing was performed on the swab, but the report implies that it 
was. The conclusion did not include any frequency, but a 
transcript was reviewed to see how these results were explained 
in court by Mr. Zain. He incorrectly multiplied the non-secretor 
frequency . . . by 50% . . . [t]hat the semen could not have 
originated from a secretor based on the absence of any blood 
group factors is not a certainty as stated in his testimony . . . 
The value of the serological testing was overstated in both the 
report and the testimony." 16 
In an exhaustively documented review of the trial transcripts of 
exonerated convicts, Garrett and Neufeld describe several of Zain's 
cases. 17 For example, in the trial of Gerald Davis, Zain gave misleading 
testimony by claiming that bacterial contamination could account for 
16Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 517. A secretor is a person whose blood type 
can be determined through other body fluids, including semen. Eighty percent of the 
population falls into this category. 
17Brandon L. Garrett & Peter J. Neufeld, Invalid Forensic Science Testimony and 
Wrongful Convictions, 95 Va. L. Rev. 1 (2009). 
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the presence of Type A antigens when the defendant and the victim 
were both Type 0 secretors. The ASCLD/LAB team found there was 
"no satisfactory foundation" for the conclusion that an ABO mismatch 
could be dismissed as "bacterial contamination."18 Davis was convicted 
even though a defense expert disputed Zain's testimony by stating 
that " '[i]t is an absolute medical certainty that this seminal fluid did 
not come from Gerald Davis.' " 19 
B. Systemic Problems 
The ASCLD/LAB report noted systemic deficiencies in the operat-
ing procedures of the serology division during Zain's tenure/0 which 
"undoubtedly contributed to an environment within which Zain's 
conduct escp.ped detection.''21 Such basic requirements as written 
protocols ohesting procedures, documentation of test results, quality 
assurance programs, and routine proficiency testing were 
nonexistent.22 In defense of the division, one of Zain's supervisors 
complained that the laboratory was run on a "shoestring budget" and 
"went through some very lean years." 23 Another supervisor, Larry 
Herald, the Director of the Criminal Identification Bureau from 1977-
85, testified that he had no knowledge of the field of serology.24 In 
discussing one lab test, he said that it might as well have been a 
18Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 17, at 45 ("Where the testing excluded Gerald 
Davis, Zain instead claimed that by ignoring the Type A finding, one should conclude 
that Davis was included in the group of 'around the realm of 7 percent of the general 
population of West Virginia' who could have committed the crime."); see also Connors 
et al., supra note 3, at 48-49 (discussing Davis case). 
19Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 17, at 89. 
20The "ASCLD team concluded that these irregularities were 'the result of 
systematic practice rather than an occasional inadvertent error.' " Zain Inquiry, supra 
note 2, at 503. 
21 Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 517. 
2~he ASCLD/LAB report noted the following deficiencies: 
(1) no written documentation of testing methodology; (2) no written quality assurance 
program; (3) no written internal or external auditing procedures; (4) no routine proficiency 
testihg of laboratory technicians; (5) no technical review of work product; (6) no written 
documentation of instrument maintenance and calibration; (7) no written testing procedures 
manual; (8) failure to follow generally-accepted scientific testing standards with respect to 
certain tests; (9) inadequate record-keeping; and (10) failure to conduct collateral testing. 
Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 517. 
23Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 515 n.26 (deposition of Kenneth Blake, Director 
of the State Police Criminal Identification Bureau (1985-1988), which includes the 
State Police Crime Laboratory). "For example, although Blake wanted periodic 
proficiency testing of his technicians, he testified that his budget did not permit such 
testing as frequently as he would have liked." Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 515 n.26. 
24Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 514 (quoting Larry Herald, the Director of the 
Criminal Identification Bureau from 1977 -85). 
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"page of Chinese arithmetic."25 Nevertheless, many of the deficiencies 
could have been rectified without substantial expense, and a scientific 
background is not required to recognize that the lack of written 
protocols and test documentation are serious deficiencies. Even the 
hiring of an employee like Zain, who had such an undistinguished 
academic record, is troublesome. In college, Zain received an "F" in 
Organic Chemistry, "D" in Organic Chemistry Lab, "C" in General 
Chemistry, "F" in Zoology, "D" in Botany, "D" in College Algebra, and 
"D" in Genetics. 26 
C. ll'lle Wl'llu~ewasl'll 
The ASCLD/LAB report noted that "there was evidence that 
Trooper Zain's supervisors may have ignored or concealed complaints 
of his misconduct."27 Indeed, two subordinates testified that they had 
written a letter to Zain's superiors outlining his misconduct. 28 The let-
ter was never found. 29 One subordinate estimated that she had 
observed "at least 100 instances" of Zain recording positive results 
from blank test plates, stating that such occurrences became "routine 
over the years and were known in the other divisions of the State 
Police crime lab."30 
/\ 1985 investigation of the seroiogy department raised further 
questions of Zain's competence. 31 The investigating officer contacted 
the FBI about Zain's performance in FB! serology courses. The FBI 
responded by noting that Zain " 'apparently doesn't like to do things 
2sz . I . a1n nqu1ry, supra note 2, at 515 n.25. 
26Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 515 n.27. 
27 Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 504. 
28Lynn Moreland was employed in the serology lab from 1978 to1986, and 
Sabrina Midkiff was employed from 1978 to 1987. 
29The supervisors, Blake and Herald, denied ever receiving the letter. Midkiff was 
demoted and transferred from the serology division by Zain. 
30Z · 1 · 2 a1n nqu1ry, supra note , at 511. 
31 f<evin H. McDowell, a State Police employee, conducted the internal investiga-
tion. According to him, the primary focus was Midkiff, who had conflicts with Zain. 
Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 513. Nevertheless, McDowell sent a letter to the FBI 
concerning Zain, including a statement about "allegations of misconduct and 
incompetence on one of the members assigned to the Serology section of our labora-
tory." Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 514. 
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by the book.' "32 A crime lab director "recalled being told by [an] FBI 
instructor that Zain 'did well below the class average.' "33 
In 1993, after the $1 million insurance settlement in the Woodhall 
case, two lab officers conducted an internal audit of the serology 
department.34 Although they identified "certain improprieties" with 
Zain's work, the officers discovered no "material" errors.35 Based on 
this review, the Superintendent of the Division of Public Safety 
concluded that "there is no need to take any further action. "36 Later 
events, of course, established widespread abuse. The report, at best, 
therefore seems to be a whitewash.37 
D. The Prosecutors 
The ASCLD /LAB team found that, "when in doubt, Zain's findings 
would always inculpate the suspect," 38 causing one commentator to 
state that Zain "turned otherwise hopeless cases into prosecution 
dreams."39 Zain's replacement as director of serology described him 
as "very pro-prosecution, " 40 a comment reflecting the frequently 
unhealthy relationship between forensic scientists and the prosecution 
team. 41 Apparently, not a single prosecutor ever questioned Zain's 
methods or results during his "long history of falsifying evidence in 
32Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 513. The investigation file contained notes 
concerning telephone conversations with FBI instructors: "'Jim Mudd & Jim Kearney 
found Fred amusing made comments like Fred does not do things by the book etc. 
don't see how you can work with him.' "Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 513 n.22 (quot-
ing file). 
33Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 514 (deposition of Robert White, founder of the 
serology division in 1964 and director of the crime lab from 1990-92). 
34The two investigators were State Police Officers Robert White, founder of 
serology and one-time director of the crime lab, and Ted Smith, the serology director 
after Zain left. Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 509. 
35Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 509. 
36Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 509 (quoting Letter from Colonel J.R. Buckalew, 
to William C. Forbes, Prosecuting Attorney for Kanawha County (Nov. 10, 1992)). 
37The investigation continued only after a new Superintendent was appointed. 
Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 509. 
38Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 512 n.9. 
39Castelle, supra note 1, at 13 ("State Trooper Zain was a forensic science 
superstar, capable of finding flecks of blood and smudges of semen where his col-
leagues found nothing. In addition to remarkable vision, he also possessed phenomenal 
lab techniques-a unique ability to detect genetic markers in crime scene stains that 
turned otherwise hopeless cases into prosecution dreams."). 
40Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 514 n.23. 
41 See Paul C. Giannelli, Independent Crime Laboratories: The Problem of 
Motivational and Cognitive Bias, 2010 Utah L. Rev. 247. 
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criminal prosecutions." 42 Indeed, even after Zain left to accept a posi-
tion in a San Antonio crime lab, West Virginia prosecutors sent 
evidence to him for retesting because the West Virginia serologists 
apparently could not reach the "right" results: 
o According to Zain's replacement, "several prosecutors expressed 
dissatisfaction with the reports they were receiving from serology 
and specifically requested that the evidence be analyzed by 
Zain."43 
o "[Serologist] Myers also testified that after he had been unable to 
find blood on a murder suspect's jacket, it was sent to Texas, 
where Zain found a bloodstain which tested consistent with the 
blood of the victim."44 
o "[Serologist] Bowles also testified that at least twice after Zain 
left the lab, evidence on which Bowles had been unable to obtain 
genetic markers was subsequently sent to Texas for testing by 
Zain, who again was able to identify genetic markers."45 
In one case, a police detective sent a carpet sample to Zain in San 
Antonio. The evidence was accompanied by a letter stating: 
Mr. Zain: 
This is the carpet that we discussed via Public Service. The W.Va. 
State Police Lab was unable to show any evidence of sperm or blood 
being present on it. 
The suspect was arrested for 1st Degree Sexual Abuse on a 5-year 
old female. A.ny evidence you can find pertaining to this crime will greatly 
increase our chances of conviction. 
Thank you. Det. R.R. Byard 
Huntington Police Department46 
Not surprisingly, Zain found semen on the carpet sample. 
IE. TI"Je Deifell1lse Attomeys 
The defense attorneys also did not distinguish themselves.47 The 
public defender who assisted in the Zaln investigation would later 
write: 
For the defense to challenge a questionable scientific result by a 
42Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 503. 
43Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 513 n.16 (deposition of Ted Smith). 
44Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 512. 
45Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 512. 
46Castelle, supra note 1, at 52. 
47See Zain Inquiry, supra note 2, at 519 n.34 (judge's report) (commenting on 
"the absence of comprehensive internal operating procedures in the serology division, 
a condition apparently inadequately eJ<plored by defense counsel in prosecutions in 
which serological evidence was a factor"). 
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prosecution expert, it is essential for the defense to do what lawyers in 
the Fred Zain cases failed to do for 16 years: obtain the underlying raw 
data-the actual test results, bench notes, worksheets, photographs, 
autorads, computer printouts, spectrographs, questions and answers in 
psychological and psychiatric testing-:-whatever underlying records 
were used to reach the conclusion set forth in the expert's written report 
or proposed testimony.48 
A forensic scientist wrote: "Even a layperson would have seen that 
Fred Zain's written reports and sworn testimony were contradicted by 
his case notes. Again, one has to reflect on the likelihood that numer-
ous innocent persons are presently incarcerated because of the 
inadequacy of their attorneys."49 
F. San Antonio 
In 1989, Zain left West Virginia to accept a position with the County 
Medical Examiner's laboratory in San Anto'nio,50 where he now 
performed DNA profiling and testified in death penalty cases.51 In the 
case of Gilbert Alejandro, "Zain claimed a DNA match when in fact 
Zain had never conducted any testing beyond the initial inconclusive 
testing and final DNA testing conducted after the trial excluded 
.Aiejandro.''52 Furthermore, Jack Davis came within one vote of the 
death penalty based on Zain's damaging testimony. Zain testified that 
Davis's blood was found on the carpet next to the victim's body. Yet, 
48Castelle, supra note 1, at 16. 
49Walter F. Rowe, Commentary, Conners et al., supra note 3, at xviii. 
50
"1n 1989, Zain took his 'pro-prosecution' reputation and a letter of recom-
mendation from the governor and headed to Texas." Laura Frank & John Hanchette, 
Convicted on False Evidence?: False Science Often Sways Juries, Judges, USA 
Today, July 19, 1994, at 1A. 
51
"[1]n 1991, on the murder prosecution of Jesus Flores for the murder of Donna 
Mae Inlow, Zain's DNA report matching the accused's blood to that of semen on the 
victim was contradicted by a report from Brian Wraxall submitted to the District At-
torney of Brownwood, Texas that PCR testing had excluded Flores as the donor of 
the sperm." James E. Starrs, The Seamy Side of Forensic Science: The Mephitic Stain 
of Fred Salem Zain, 17 Sci. Sleuthing Rev. 1, 7 (Winter 1993). 
52Brandon L. Garrett, Judging Innocence, 108 Colum. L. Rev. 55, 85 n.1 09 (2008). 
See also Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 17, at 64 (Zain "told the jury, 'the banding pat-
terns that were identified from these items that you mentioned were identical to the 
banding patterns of Mr. Alejandro. As I stated in the report, they could only have 
originated from him.' He gave no random match criteria for this supposed DNA inclu-
sion, but falsely told the jury that 'DNA typing is a hundred percent identity as to 
whether a blood or body fluid may have originated from a particular donor or not.' A 
subsequent internal inquiry concluded that Zain had at best compared only partial 
banding pattern results visually; later tests excluded Alejandro.' "); Scheck et al., 
supra note 8, at 117 ("Four years later, a Texas judge found that Zain knew that 
Alejandro had been cleared by the tests but failed to report them to anyone."). 
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a year later, Zain testified in a civil deposition that the blood stain 
actually came from the victim, not Davis.53 
An independent investigator concluded that Zain's work in Texas 
demonstrated inadequate documentation "(in] every case. "54 In addi-
tion, Zain reached conclusions without specifying the tests performed, 
used deficient controls, and did not relate test results to the evidence 
examined.55 Once again, the lab was slow to react. Zain was not fired 
until 1993, two years after Daphne Norsworthy, a co-worker with 
Zain, notified the Bexar County Medical Examiner of Zain's inadequate 
work. "Evidently because Ms. Norsworthy did not put her complaint 
into written form it made no headway."56 
G. T~e Afteu-mat~ 
On July 22, 1994, Zain was indicted on three counts of perjury in 
West Virginia57 but only after a special prosecutor was appointed.58 On 
July 26, i 994, he was indicted in Texas for perjury, record-tampering, 
and evidence-fabricating, including the falsifying of DNA test results in 
a rape case.59 Zain's West Virginia trial resulted in a hung jury; he died 
of cancer before the retrial. 60 
H. New !Pmb~ems 
In response to the Zain affair, the West Virginia State Police 
revamped its crime lab.61 Astonishingly, despite this effort, the lab 
continued to battle misconduct. On September 7, 2000, as a result of 
53Right on, Fred Zain: 60 Minutes (CBS television broadcast Apr. 24, 1994). 
54Mark Hansen, Lab Evidence Questioned: Exonerated Ex-con Wins $1 Million 
Judgment, Spurring Investigation, 80 A.B.A.J. 16, 16 (Jul. 1994). Dr. Irving Stone, Chief 
of the Physical Evidence Section, Southwestern Institute of Forensic Science, Dallas, 
was the investigator. 
55Starrs, supra note 51, at 8. 
56Starrs, supra note 51, at 7. 
57 Mark Hansen, Evidence Inquiry: Police Serologist Accused of Perjury, 80 
A.B.A.J. 39, 39 (Sep. 1994) ("In West Virginia, Zain is accused of lying about his 
academic credentials, his fees and a test he said he had performed on evidence found 
at the scene of a 1989 double murder."). 
58Stacey McKenzie, Serologist May Not Face Perjury Charge; Falsified Evidence 
Found, Clev. Plain Dealer, May 16, 1994, at 58. 
59Hansen, supra note 57, at 39. 
60Discredited Chemist Fred Zain, 52, Dies, Obituary, Charleston Gazette, Dec. 4, 
2002, at 1A (noting that Zain was tried on fraud charges with the trial resulting in a 
hung jury and stating that Zain was to be retried but the trial was delayed indefinitely 
when doctors discovered his cancer). 
61 1n re Renewed Investigation of State Police Crime Laboratory, Serology Div., 
219 W. Va. 408, 633 S.E.2d 762 (2006). The special judge found no evidence of 
misconduct by other serologists who had worked with Zain. On review, the state 
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an established quality control procedure, Sergeant Timothy White 
discovered certain inconsistencies in a lab report prepared by chemist 
Todd Owen McDaniel.62 When White reported the inconsistencies, the 
state police contacted the FBI and placed five members of the lab on 
administrative leave.63 When confronted, McDaniel admitted to skip-
ping required tests on suspected marijuana and cocaine evidence and 
subsequently pleaded guilty to fraud. DEA chemists had to take over 
the drug unit at the laboratory. 
The FBI investigation found that McDaniel was not the only employee 
to ignored procedures. Indeed, the report mentioned that White, the 
sergeant who discovered McDaniel's fraud, even violated lab policy.64 
White, however, apparently failed to learn from this lesson. In June of 
2001, less than a year after McDaniel's misconduct, a discrepancy 
was detected in one of White's reports. Further compounding the 
problem, Captain Rick Theis, director of the lab, neglected to notify 
the State Police Superintendent, as required. Both White and Theis 
were placed on leave. 
II. Joyce Gilchrist 
Joyce Gilchrist began working as a forensic chemist in the 
Oklahoma City Police Department crime laboratory in 1980 and serves 
as another prominent illustration of misconduct continuing unchecked 
for many years.65 Like Zain, Gilchrist was a prosecution "superstar." 
According to one author, Gilchrist "appears to have used her lab tests 
to confirm the detectives' hunches rather than seek independent 
scientific results. She also tried to control the results of her tests . . . 
She treated discovery requests with contempt and kept evidence from 
supreme court agreed that there was insufficient evidence of misconduct by Zain's 
assistant serologists to necessitate an invalidation of serology evidence. However, 
because of the "frequent and recurring errors identified in the work of Zain's assistant 
serologists," the court created a special habeas corpus procedure for prisoners 
convicted between 1979 and 1999 based upon evidence from serologists other than 
Zain. 
62Lawrence Messina, State Police Lab Review Leaves Agency With Another 
Shiner, Charleston Gazette, Mar. 13, 2002, at 1A ("The trooper who discovered one 
of the more recent scandals at the State Police crime lab was placed on leave Tuesday 
pending an investigation of his own work."). 
63Press Release, W. Va. State Police, New Employees Staff Drug Lab (Oct. 2, 
2000), available at www.wvstatepolice.com/news/druglab1.htm. 
64A second civilian chemist, Mills Dillard, who was one of the lab members on 
administrative leave, resigned during the investigation. 
65See Craig M. Cooley & Gabriel S. Oberfield, Increasing Forensic Evidence's 
Reliability and Minimizing Wrongful Convictions: Applying Daubert Isn't the Only 
Problem, 43 Tulsa L. Rev. 285 (2007); Bennett L. Gershman, Misuse of Scientific 
Evidence By Prosecutors, 28 Okla City U. L. Rev. 17 (2003). 
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the defense. She systematically destroyed evidence at the very time 
when she knew that much of that evidence might be retested." 66 
A" CILIITUS McCaliilf fPmsecll.!~DOil11 
In 1982, Gilchrist initially excluded Curtis McCarty as a suspect in a 
rape-murder investigation based on microscopic hair comparison. 
After another suspect identified McCarty as the killer, Gilchrist 
reviewed a second set of hair samples from McCarty, which she 
matched to those found at the crime scene.67 
Two months before trial, the defense requested discovery of all 
scientific reports as well as access to hair, fiber, and serological 
samples for an independent evaluation. John Wilson, a Kansas City 
Police Crime Lab examiner, analyzed the evidence after being hired as 
a defense consultant. Wilson did not receive samples from Gilchrist 
until March 17, 1986, the first day of McCarty's trial. Gilchrist then 
used her tardiness against the defense by testifying. that Wilson could 
not have conducted a competent examination in the length of time he 
had the hair slides. Further, after Wilson testified that Gilchrist's repori 
indicated that none of the pubic hairs found on the victim matched 
McCarty's, Gilchrist testified that a pubic hair found on the victim was 
consistent with McCarty's hair, something she had failed to include in 
her report. Additionally, Gilchrist testified that, based on her examina-
tion, McCarty was present at the time of the crime (" 'he was in fact 
there' "68); yet, there is no possible scientific basis tor this statement. 
McCarty was sentenced to death. 
The Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals reversed McCarty's 
conviction, finding that Gilchrist had improperly delayed sending the 
requested sample to the defense expert. 69 The court also criticized 
Gilchrist for omitting crucial information from the report and labeled 
her conduct "trial by ambush."7° Finally, the court found that Gilchrist 
66Mark Fuhrman, Death and Justice: An Expose of Oklahoma's Death Row 
Machine 232 (2003). 
67 fvlcCariy v. State, 1988 OK CR 271, 765 P.2d 1215 (Okla. Crim. App. 1988). 
See also Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 90. 
68Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 17, at 57 (quoting trial transcript). 
69McCarty, 765 P.2d at 1217 ("Ms. Gilchrist's delay and neglect in not complet-
ing her forensic examination and report . . . was inexcusable, since she began her 
forensic examination in December of 1982."). 
70McCarty, 765 P.2d at 1218 ("[T]he forensic report was at best incomplete, and 
at worst inaccurate and misleading .... Gilchrist admitted at trial, however, that she 
failed to include her conclusion ... in the forensic report given to Mr. Wilson. This 
significant omission, whether intentional or inadvertent, resulted in a trial by ambush 
... ") (citations omitted). 
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had testified beyond the state of the art. 71 McCarty was retried and 
again convicted,72 but that conviction was overturned in 2005 based 
upon Gilchrist's alteration and fabrication of laboratory reports.73 In 
2007, a state judge released McCarty from death row based on a 
presumption of innocence after it became evident that the DNA 
evidence from earlier trials had been destroyed. The judge noted: "[l]f 
[Gilchrist] inventoried it, if she stored it, if she analyzed it, I believe that 
it is so questionable that it is difficult to determine if it has any 
evidentiary value."74 McCarty was finally exonerated by post-conviction 
DNA testing75 and subsequently sued GilchrisC6 
This was not the only trial at which Wilson and Gilchrist would 
clash. Wilson testified against Gilchrist in another case.77 Wilson 
examined hair evidence that, according to Gilchrist's testimony, 
matched the defendant, and determined that the samples were in fact 
not consistent. After the trial, Wilson registered a complaint against 
Gilchrist with the Southwestern Association of Forensic Scientists, 
which conducted an investigation and concluded that Gilchrist should 
distinguish between her personal and scientific opinions.78 Despite this 
admonishment, Gilchrist was not disciplined. Absurdly, Wilson was the 
one ultimately punished. The Oklahoma City Police Department 
71McCarty, 765 P.2d at 1218 ("We find it inconceivable why Ms. Gilchrist would 
give such an improper opinion, which she admitted she was not qualified to give."). 
72McCarty v. State, 1995 OK CR 48, 904 P.2d 110 (Okla. Grim. App. 1995) 
(conviction upheld after retrial). 
73See Deborah Hastings, Memo: Chemist May Have Altered Evidence, Mobile 
Register, Apr. 21, 2004, at A5 (reporting that a confidential police memo obtained by 
the AP says Gilchrist altered her own case notes, and intentionally lost or destroyed 
crime-scene hairs used to convict McCarty so that the hairs could not be retested. 
The memo details days of deliberation by a department review board in 2001. The 
board ultimately recommended that Gilchrist be fired. Four days later, she was. Since 
she was fired, two secret criminal investigations-one by the Oklahoma State Bureau 
of Investigation, the other by the FBI-have produced no charges.). 
74Cheryl Camp, Convicted Murderer Is Freed in Wake of Tainted Evidence, N.Y. 
Times, May 22, 2007, at A16 (noting McCarty's release from death row in 2007. In 
2005 a Court of Criminal Appeals overturned McCarty's verdict because of new 
evidence.). 
75Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 17, at 91. 
76See Jay Marks, Ex-inmate Suing City, Chemist, Daily Oklahoman, Dec. 27, 
2007 (noting that McCarty filed a federal civil rights lawsuit against Gilchrist, police 
chief Bill Citty, and Oklahoma City for violating his constitutional rights). 
77Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 95 (discussing Alvin King Parker case: "([Y]ears 
later, the FBI would confirm Wilson's findings. And Gilchrist exaggerated the value of 
the hairs that did match, saying they definitely came from Alvin Parker, to the exclu-
sion of anyone else."). 
78See McCarty, 765 P.2d at 1219: 
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contacted Wilson's supervisor at the Kansas City Police Department, 
complaining that he had testified against its expert. Kansas City 
subsequently forbade him from worh:ing on private cases. 79 
lB. Jemfrey !Pierce IPmseciUJUOiril 
In 1 985, Sandra Burton was raped in her apartment. 80 When the 
police brought Jeffrey Pierce, a landscaper at her apartment complex, 
to Burton, she said that Pierce was not the rapist. In addition, two wit-
nesses corroborated Pierce's alibi. Eight months later, however, Pierce 
was arrested for this crime, and after he voluntarily agreed to provide 
head and pubic hair exemplars, Gilchrist determined that Pierce's hairs 
"matched" the crime scene hairs.81 Pierce was subsequently convicted 
and sentenced to sixty-five years in prison. 
The Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals upheld the conviction, 
despite noting several troubling aspects of the case. First, Gilchrist 
had violated a court order by failing to turn over some evidence to the 
defense.82 Second, her report was incomplete.83 While the court 
acknowledged these deficiencies, it nevertheless concluded that 
[O]n December 14, 1987, Max Courtney, President of the Southwestern Association of 
Forensic Scientists, inc., issued a prepared statement of the Board of Directors concerning 
allegations of professional misconduct lodged against Ms. Gilchrist. A certified copy of this 
statement, which was filed with this Court on January 4, 1988, concluded that Ms. Gilchrist 
had violated the ethical code, but interestingly she was not disciplined. That statement reads 
in relevant part: "Our Professional Conduct Committee thoroughly investigated the allega-
tions against Ms. Joyce Gilchrist and ... communicated with [her] that she should 
distinguish personal opinion from opinions based upon facts derived from scientific evalua-
tion ... We further conclude that, in our system of jurisprudence, undue pressure can be 
placed upon the forensic scientist to offer personal opinions beyond the scope of scientific 
capabilities." (Supp. Ex.). 
79Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 98. 
80Pierce v. State, 1990 OK CR 7, 786 P.2d 1255 (01\la. Grim. App. 1990). See 
also Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 191-210. 
81Pierce, 786 P.2d at 1258 ("Joyce Gilchrist testified that twenty-eight scalp 
hairs and three pubic hairs recovered from either S.B., her clothing or her apartment, 
were microscopically consistent with the characteristics found in Appellant's hair."). 
82Pierce, 786 P.2d at 126 i ("Instead of following either the letter of the 
[discovery] Order or taking steps to have the Order changed or clarified by the court, 
she took it upon herself to determine the portions of the Order with which she wished 
to comply. This was not her decision to make."). 
83Pierce, 786 P.2d at 1263 n.8 ("Specifically, Appellant claims that it was error 
for Gilchrist not to set out in the report, her opinion that the attacker was a non-
secretor."). At trial, Gilchrist testified that Pierce was a non-secretor, a person whose 
blood type cannot be determined through other body fluids, including semen. Twenty 
percent of the population falls into this category. 
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Pierce's constitutional rights had not been violated and thus upheld 
the conviction. 84 
A 2001 FBI investigation of Gilchrist's analyses in eight cases 
determined that she had misidentified hairs in six cases and fibers in 
one.85 Pierce's case was one of the misidentification cases; the FBI 
found that none of the hairs taken from Pierce exhibited the same 
microscopic characteristics as those found at the crime scene. Indeed, 
the FBI report noted: 
The review of the laboratory notes revealed that they were often 
incomplete or inadequate to support the conclusions reached by the 
examiner. No documentation existed that would allow the examiner to 
identity textile fibers associated in one of the cases. No notations were 
present that would indicate a confirmation or review by another qualified 
examiner was undertaken, especially in the cases where hair evidence 
linked the suspect and the victim.86 
As a result of the FBI investigation, the Oklahoma City Police Depart-
ment had the evidence retested by a private DNA laboratory.87 This 
testing exonerated Pierce, who sued Gilchrist and other officials for 
violating his constitutional rights.88 Ultimately, the city council approved 
a $4 million settlement with Pierce.89 
I 
C. Alfred Mitchell Prosecution 
In State v. Mitche/1,90 a rape-murder case tried in 1992, Gilchrist 
testified to the presence of Mitchell's sperm on anal and vaginal swabs 
taken from the victim. Gilchrist made this statement despite her 
knowledge of two key facts: (1) pretrial DNA testing performed by the 
84Pierce, 786 P.2d at 1263-64. She also misstated her qualifications. See also 
Pierce, 786 P.2d at 1264 ("During the trial, Gilchrist testified that she was a member 
of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Appellant has provided this Court 
with several letters which reveal that at the time of trial, Gilchrist had been suspended 
from the organization for non-payment of dues."). 
85See Special Agent Douglas Deedrick, Summary of Case Reviews of Forensic 
Chemist, Joyce Gilchrist, Oklahoma City Police Department Crime Laboratory (Apr. 4, 
2001), at 1 (on file with author). 
86Deedrick, supra note 85, at 3. 
87DNA testing was not available at the time of Pierce's trial in 1986. 
88See Pierce v. Gilchrist, 359 F.3d 1279, 1300 (10th Cir. 2004) (finding that 
Gilchrist was not entitled to immunity in civil rights suit). 
89See Bryan Dean, City to Pay Innocent Man $4 Million: Chemist's Testimony in 
Rape Case Enabled Wrongful Imprisonment, Daily Oklahoman, Jan. 24, 2007. 
90Mitchel/ v. State, 1994 OK CR 70, 884 P.2d 1186, 1199 (Okla. Grim. App. 
1994) ("Gilchrist's findings indicated the presence of sperm in the vaginal and anal 
canals (the latter consistent with Mitchell). Sperm consistent with Mitchell was also 
found on the medical examiner's transport sheet in the area where [the victim's] 
genitals lay during transport."). 
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FBI (at Gilchrist's request) established the absence of sperm on the 
swabs, and (2) sperm found on the victim's panties matched the DNA 
profile of her boyfriend. 91 The FBI report, however, was not turned 
over to the defense, despite the fact that the results "completely 
undermined Ms. Gilchrist's testimony," as the Tenth Circuit subse-
quently noted.92 The court went on to observe: 
Ms. Gilchrist thus provided the jury with evidence implicating Mr. Mitchell 
in the sexual assault of the victim which she knew was rendered false 
and misleading by evidence withheld from the defense. Compounding 
this improper conduct was that of the prosecutor, whom the district 
court found had "labored extensively at trial to obscure the true DNA 
test results and to highlight Gilchrist's test results," and whose 
characterization of the FBI report in his closing argument was "entirely 
unsupported by evidence and ... misleading."93 
The Tenth Circuit granted the habeas petition as it related to the 
death penalty.94 
D. Malcolm IRellil~ JolhllilSOilil Pmsec~ntnollil 
In the trial of Malcolm Rent Johnson, another rape-murder prosecu-
tion, Gilchrist testified that semen recovered from the victim's bed was 
consistent with .Johnson's blood type and that hairs found on the 
91 Mitchell v. Gibson, 262 F.3d 1036, 1063 (1oth Cir. 2001) ("[H]hand-written 
notes tal<en by Ms. Gilchrist during telephone conversations with Agent Vicl< 
indicat[ed] that the agent had conducted two DNA probes on the samples. These 
probes showed that the semen on the panties matched that of Mr. Taylor only, that no 
DNA was present on the rectal swab, and that the only DNA on the vaginal swab was 
consistent with the victim."). 
92fv1itchell, 262 F.3d at 1064 ("An expert testified at the evidentiary hearing that 
the DNA testing . . . unquestionably eliminated Mr. Mitchell . . . This expert reviewed 
fvis. Gilchrist's trial testimony ... and stated that the testimony was based on the use 
of test methods Ms. Gilchrist knew were less precise than the DNA tests which 
eliminated Mr. MitchelL Moreover, he pointed out that one of the tests she performed 
in fact excluded Mr. MitchelL"). 
93Mitchell, 262 F.3d at 1064 (emphasis omitted); see also Gilchrist v. Board of 
Review of Ol<lahoma Employment Sec. Com'n, 2004 OK 47, 94 P.3d 72, 75 (Okla. 
2004) ("Gilchrist's conduct in Mitchell, that is knowingly giving false and misleading 
testimony in a criminal case, constituted 'misconduct' sufficient to support the denial 
of unemployment benefits ... "). 
94His death sentence was reinstated. Mitchell v. State, 2010 OK CR 14, 235 
P.3d 640 (Okla. Grim. App. 201 0). See also Barbara Hoberocl<, Woman's Killer Gets 
Death a Third Time, Tulsa World, Jan. 17, 2008, at A 17 (noting that Alfred Mitchell 
was convicted by a jury and sentenced to death for a third time in 2008 for the 1991 
killing of Elaine Scott; the previous two sentences were overturned by appellate 
courts because of Gilchrist's testimony and misconduct by the judge and prosecutors). 
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victim's bed matched hair taken from Johnson's arm.95 Johnson's 
request for a defense expert to counter Gilchrist's testimony was 
denied.96 Johnson was convicted and subsequently executed on Janu-
ary 6, 2000.97 When the Gilchrist scandal later erupted, Johnson's at-
torneys asked for the evidence to be reexamined.98 Four police chem-
ists later concluded that there was no sperm present on the slides 
taken from the victim's bed.99 Yet, for her work on the Johnson case, 
Gilchrist received a certificate of achievement. Questions about 
Johnson's execution still linger.100 
95Johnson v. State, 1987 OK CR 8, 731 P.2d 993, 1007, 74 A.L.R.4th 361 
(Okla. Cri1J1. App. 1987) (overruled by, Green v. State, 1993 OK CR 30, 862 P.2d 
1271 (Okla. Grim. App. 1993)). See also Johnson v. State, 1991 OK CR 124, 823 
P.2d 370 (Okla. Grim. App. 1991) (denying state habeas relief). 
96Johnson, 731 P.2d at 1007 ("The techniques used and manner of investigation 
were discussed on direct and on cross examination. The test results were available 
for discovery prior to trial. The experts called were forthright concerning their findings 
and the limitations inherent in the tests and investigation."). See generally Paul C. 
Giannelli, Ake v. Oklahoma: The Right to Expert Assistance in a Post-Daubert, 
Post-DNA World, 89 Cornell L. Rev. 1305 (2004) (discussing the right to defense 
experts}. 
97During the appeals process, Skip Palenik, a forensic scientist, criticized 
Gilchrist's trial testimony, stating that she testified beyond the bounds of accepted 
science when she claimed to have matched arm hair to the defendant. According to 
Palenik, arm hairs are not individual enough for such comparisons. Fuhrman, supra 
note 66, at 64. 
98The District Attorney's office informed them that the evidence no longer existed. 
When the defense attorney searched the evidence archives, he found the smear 
slides right where they were supposed to be. Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 66. 
99Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 66-67 (Laura Schile, an OCPD crime lab scientist, 
"wrote a memo stating that 'spermatozoa is not present' on six slides that Gilchrist 
had said contained semen matching Johnson's blood type and secretor status. Schile's 
conclusions were supported by three other police chemists ... "); see also Lois 
Romano, Police Chemist's Missteps Cause Okla. Scandal, Wash. Post, Nov. 26, 2001, 
at A 1 ("But last July, in a startling development, the police lab stated in a memo ... 
that it had recently reexamined the original slides purportedly containing the sperm 
and found no sperm there-contrary to Gilchrist's claims 19 years ago."). 
10
°Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 68 ("Even David Prater [an assistant D.A.] admits 
that the 'Malcolm Rent Johnson case is the one case, out of the ones who have been 
executed, that is questionable.' ");Jim Yardley, Oklahoma Police Lab Scientist Probed; 
Future Executions Put on Hold, Chi. Trib., May 2, 2001, at 9 ("State Atty. Gen. Drew 
Edmondson, whose office began reviewing the capital cases last week, echoed 
[Governor Keating's spokesman's] confidence [in the guilt of the other 10 executed 
inmates linked to Gilchrist], with one exception. He said he still wants to review the 
case of Malcolm Rent Johnson, who was executed in January 2000 for murdering a 
woman. He did not offer a reason to believe Johnson was wrongly executed but said 
he wanted to more thoroughly examine the case."). 
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!2. Davod Joii111111s iB11ysoll1l 
In State v. Bryson,101 two post-trial reviews undermined Gilchrist's 
testimony, showing that she presented invalid hair and blood 
testimony, which resulted in the wrongful conviction of Bryson. An FBI 
review stated that "[t]he questioned head hairs identified with the 
suspect do not exhibit the same microscopic characteristics as the 
known head hairs from the suspect."102 Another review performed by 
Gilchrist's own lab "failed to find similarities between the crime scene 
hairs and those of Bryson."103 As for the blood evidence, a reviewer 
found that '' 'Gilchrist's conclusions as stated in her report of 
1-28-[8]3 are badly written at best but in fact are totally 
misleading.' "104 Gilchrist's misconduct continued after the trial when · 
defense attorneys wanted to retest evidence. Gilchrist told a defense 
attorney that the evidence had been destroyed, yet a private investiga-
tor found it.105 Additionally, prosecutors obstructed the efforts to retest, 
at one point telling a defense attorney "that she 'would go to jail 
before she would allow DNA testing.' "106 Bryson later collected $16.5 
million in damages. 107 
IF. Adcmo(ma~ Cases 
These are not the only cases that shmv misconduct on the part of 
Gilchrist.108 !n State v. Fox, 109 a death penaity case, the appellate court 
questioned Gilchrist's testimony regarding hair analysis: "The lack of 
101 Bryson v. State, 1985 OK CR 107, 71 i P.2d 932 (Okla. Grim. App. 1985). 
102Bryson v. Macy, 611 F. Supp. 2d 1234, 1246 (W.O. Olda. 2009) (quoting report 
of Douglas Deedrick). See Deedrick report, supra note 85. 
103Bryson, 611 F. Supp.2d at 1246 ("Laura Schile ('Schile') and Elaine Taylor, 
OCPD forensic chemists, were asked by Boshell to conduct an examination of the 
hairs in Bryson's case. In their examination, they failed to find similarities between the 
crime scene hairs and those of Bryson. They made the recommendation that the 
Bryson hairs be thoroughly inspected by an outside analyst."). 
104Bryson, 611 F. Supp.2d at 1249 (quoting report of Brian Wraxall). 
105Bryson, 611 F. Supp.2d at i242. 
106Bryson, 611 F. Supp.2d at 1243 (quoting exhibit 87). 
107See f\Jolan Clay, Gilchrist Case Settled for $16.5M, Oldahoman, Jun. 24, 2009, 
at 13A (discussing David Bryson settlement of a federal lawsuit against Gilchrist for 
$16.5 million. Bryson did not expect to collect anything from Gilchrist. The city paid 
Gilchrist $23,000 for her lawsuit expenses); Scott Cooper, Former DA Bob Macy, Ex-
Forensic Chemist Joyce Gilchrist Settle Case, Okla. Gazette, Jun. 17, 2009, available 
at http://truthinjustice.org/gilchrist/macy-gilchrist.htm (reporting Gilchrist's 2009 
$16.5M settlement with David Johns Bryson. The webpage contains depositions from 
Gilchrist and Macy obtained for purposes of the case.). 
108See also Cannon v. Gibson, 259 F.3d 1253, 1275 n.22 (10th Cir. 200i) (deny-
ing habeas relief, the court wrote: "This court recognizes that recently information has 
come to light casting serious doubt on the veracity of Gilchrist's testimony in a large 
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scientific weight of such a conclusion is apparent on reflection by 
those dealing with similar evidence on a regular basis. But to a lay 
jury, usually ill-equipped to assimilate hair analysis findings on their 
own, such an opinion may appear too substantial." In Miller v. State,110 
the court reversed a rape conviction, noting that once again Gilchrist 
turned over hair evidence to the defense in an untimely manner and 
omitted crucial conclusions from her report.111 Mitochondrial DNA later 
exonerated Miller.112 And, another suspect, Ronnie Lott, who Gilchrist 
had cleared, was subsequently convicted of the crime.113 In addition, 
Joe White spent nineteen years in prison for murder before he was 
cleared by DNA testing; Gilchrist had removed suspicion from the man 
later revealed to be the actual killer.114 
number of criminal prosecutions . . . In fact, there is serious reason to doubt the 
veracity of Gilchrist's testimony in this particular case.") (citation omitted); LaFevers v. 
Gibson, 238 F.3d 1263, 1266 (1oth Cir. 2001). Denying habeas relief, the LaFevers 
court wrote: 
When habeas counsel ultimately succeeded in having Exhibit 83 submitted for DNA testing, 
the testing revealed that the blood on the pants actually belonged to Cannon, not the victim. 
In light of those test results, LaFevers sought access to the notes and log of Gilchrist. In his 
second § 2254 habeas petition, LaFevers asserted that notes turned up during the review of 
Gilchrist's files demonstrate that she lied in the following two particulars at trial: (1) she lied 
when she asserted that the blood splatters on the pants were not sufficiently large to 
conduct electrophoresis testing; and (2) she lied when she testified that she had not 
conducted electrophoresis testing on the pants. 
LaFevers, 238 F.3d at 1266. 
109Fox v. State, 1989 OK CR 51, 779 P.2d 562, 571 (Okla. Grim. App. 1989) 
(upholding murder conviction and death penalty) ("Ms. Gilchrist admitted that an 
individual could not be positively identified by hair evidence. However, she went on to 
testify that, '[in] her opinion ... Mark Fowler and Bill Fox were in contact with John 
Barrier prior to death.' ") (alteration in original). 
110Mi//er v. State, 1991 OK CR 6, 809 P.2d 1317 (Okla. Grim. App. 1991). 
111Miller, 809 P.2d at 1319-20 ("[l]t was approximately two weeks after the 
deadline ordered by Judge Owens that Ms. Gilchrist mailed the hair evidence to the 
appellant's expert. Thus, appellant's expert received the evidence six and one-half 
days before trial began."); Miller, 809 P.2d at 1320 ("What is even more disturbing 
... is the fact that Ms. Gilchrist's pretrial forensic report made absolutely no mention 
of her finding of a 'unique characteristic' concerning appellant's pubic hairs. However, 
in his opening argument, the prosecutor alerted the jury to the State's expert's finding 
of the 'unique characteristic.' Clearly, this significant omission in Ms. Gilchrist's report, 
whether intentional or inadvertent, coupled with the State's extreme tardiness in 
complying with the discovery order, resulted in trial by ambush on a very critical piece 
of evidence."). 
112 Scheck et al., supra note 8, at 87. 
113Lott v. State, 2004 OK CR 27, 98 P.3d 318 (Okla. Grim. App. 2004). 
114Paul Hammel & Martha Stoddard, Suspect Identified in 1985 Beatrice Murder, 
Omaha World-Herald, Nov. 8, 2008, available at http://truthinjustice.org/Nebraska6. 
htm. 
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G. Oitihe!i' IF'mfo~ems 
A January 2001 report by the chief of Gilchrist's laboratory 
documented additional problems concerning her job performance, 
including (1) missing evidence in numerous cases; (2) contamination 
issues due to evidence being "stacked all over the chemist's area"; (3) 
systematic destruction of rape evidence after two years, well before 
the statute of limitations had expired; (4) lack of peer review in many 
cases; and (5) absence of proficiency testing, although such testing 
had been paid for. 115 This review came ten years after Professor Starrs 
critiqued Gilchrist's work in a forensic science journal. Starrs wrote: 
"[l]n her missionary zeal to promote the cause of the prosecution she 
had put blinders on her professional conscience so that the truth of 
science took a back seat to her acting the role of an advocate."116 
Of the twenty-three death penalty cases in which Gilchrist testified, 
twelve defendants have been executed. Oklahoma· now requires its 
iaboratories to be accredited.117 
m. Collllc~!Uisiollll 
Although various experts questioned Gilchrist's conduct for over 
fifteen years, her supervisors were either unaware of the courtroom 
controversies or did not care as long as her testimony resulted in 
convictions.118 When interviewed by Dan Rather in 2001 during a 60 
Minutes segment, itVilson, the expert who had testified against Gil-
christ,119 succinctly captured the problem: "The whole criminal justice 
system has failed."120 He then elaborated: "You have to look at the 
prosecutor's office ... They must have to have seen all the flags that 
115Memorandum from Captain Byron Boshell, Laboratory Services to Major Garold 
Spencer, Investigations Bureau (Jan. 16, 2001) (on file with author). 
116James E. Starrs, The Forensic Scientist and the Open Mind, 31 J. Forensic Sci. 
Soc'y 111, 132-33 (1991). 
117 See Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 7 4 § 150.37 (2004) (requiring accreditation by the 
American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors/ Laboratory Accreditation Board or 
the American Board of Forensic Toxicology). 
118Captain Byron Boshell, supra note 115, at 9 ("I knew from previous articles 
published over the years that she had been the subject of scrutiny by the courts, but I 
assumed they had been addressed by the department and resolved. I later found no 
indication in her personnel file that they had ever been investigated or addressed 
administratively."). On September 25, 2001, Gilchrist was discharged. 
119See supra text accompanying notes 67-79. 
120Biack Magic: Under the Microscope: 60 Minutes (CBS television broadcast May 
8, 2001). 
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have been waved. The judges are no different."121 The same could be 
said of Fred Zain's cases. 
121See also Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 71 (Detective Bemo "claims that he didn't 
believe Gilchrist was doing proper lab work, ·because her results were 'too good.' 
Bemo says that now, but it didn't stop him and his partner Bill Cook from using 
Gilchrist's lab results in many of their cases."); Fuhrman, supra note 66, at 91 ("Cook 
had given Gilchrist the nickname 'Black Magic' because she was able to get results 
that no other chemist could. When Cook and other homicide detectives gave Gilchrist 
hair samples from a suspect, they would often let her know that this was the person 
that they wanted to arrest."). 
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